Safetree Certification
Gets a Revamp
Launched in 2018, Safetree Certification aims to change the safety culture and improve forestry
industry standards for all. Key changes aligned to contractor feedback are coming in 2022.

SNAPSHOT OF CHANGES
1. New Industry Charter to include forest
managers
2. New Governance Model to be managed
inhouse by FISC
3. New EcoPortal Software Dashboard replaces
BraveGen
4. New 3-tier certification model for
participating, performing and partnering
5. More resource for FISC to certification
without outsourcing
6. Improved audit resource and framework,
with more accessibility and consistency
7. Clearer, more regular communication

1. Safety Charter
Certification is focused on contractors,
but safety responsibility is shared and
certification needs broader industry support,
with more encouragement for small scale
forest growers.

An industry safety charter is being
developed, that will be signed by sector
associations and individual companies
to show their commitment to continuous
improvement. A Forest Management
Company certification pilot is also ongoing.

2. Governance

3. Software Platform

The certification panel arrangement is not
visible as the programme is outsourced.
The programme should motivate industry
improvement.

BraveGen gives limited feedback, responses
and statistics on critical risk factors for
contractors. Information isn’t insightful and
doesn’t support contractors to learn or build
professionalism.

The certification panel has been
disestablished, replaced with the FISC
Council. FISC’s focus is on industry
improvement, as is certification.

EcoPortal will replace BraveGen, making
information easily available to contractors
and forest owners. Worker certification will
also be added to EcoPortal.

4. FISC Maturity Model
for Certification

5. Operating Model

There is only one level of certification and
nothing sets certified contractors apart from
each other after the second audit round.

The operating model is currently outsourced
creating few opportunities for coordination
and economy of scale.

A three-tier maturity model / framework is in
development with stages for participating,
performing and partnering. Additional
certification modules have also been added.

The resources available to Safetree
Certification are being supplemented. 2 full
time positions reporting to FISC are being
created to manage the certification scheme,
with Auditors contracted to FISC.

6. Auditors

7. Comms Plan

There is a lack of confidence in auditing, with
issues around consistency, the number of
auditors, getting access to them and having
transparency. Contractors aren’t audited
by Safetree to maintain quality standards
between audits.

The real value proposition of certification
is unclear and isn’t top of mind for most
people. Certification is often viewed as
a compliance exercise solely focussed
on ‘Safety’, rather than a transformative
programme that builds professionalism.

Auditing is being developed with
employment standards and expectations at
each maturity level being introduced. One
of the new positions created will manage
the Auditing function, driving consistency
between Audits, Auditor training and a
shared Auditing culture.

Communications will now include a regular
newsletter and social media engagement to
keep certification top of mind and highlight
the value certification can add to crew culture
and developing professionalism. Branding has
been refined to ‘Safetree Certification’ reflecting
inclusion of workers and forest management.

Questions?
For queries / feedback, please contact Fiona Ewing FISC National Safety Director
E: fiona.ewing@fisc.org.nz

